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LATEX GLOVES
GP8 Small
GP9 Medium
GP10 Large
GP11 X-Large
PF249 X-Small
PF250 Small
PF251 Medium
PF252 Large
PF256 X-Large
5990 X-Small
5991 Small
5992 Medium
5993 Large
5994 X-Large
1000 X-Small
1001 Small
1002 Medium
1003 Large
1004 X-Large

8311 X-Small
8312 Small
8313 Medium
8314 Large
8315 X-Large

Digi-Glove Powdered Latex 4 Mil GP
Emerald latex Digi-Gloves are ideal for any type of general purpose application, especially
the food service industry. A reliable glove offering great value, they are pre-powdered for
easier donning.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Digi-Glove Powder-Free Latex 4 Mil GP
Emerald Digi-Glove general purpose powder-free latex gloves are ideal for any type of basic
use and offer an excellent entry-level non-medical glove. They are chlorinated to reduce
allergens, and their powder free texture allows for a fine grip. A reliable glove at a great
value.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald Tex-Grip Powder-Free Latex Exam 5 Mil
Professionals who require greater sensitivity for administering medical care or instrument
manipulation find fully textured Emerald powder-free latex exam gloves a perfect fit. Powderfree to help reduce the risk of skin irritation, these gloves feature tapered fingertips for
greater comfort and advanced processing for easier donning. Emerald Powder-Free Latex
Exam Gloves have beaded, tear-resistant cuffs for added performance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Emerald Black 55 Powder-Free Latex Exam 5.5 mil
Emerald Black Latex 55 powder-free exam gloves are manufactured to provide superior protection,
comfort, fit, and sensitivity. The glove’s black color conceals surface agents, allowing for longer use.
Textured for an incredible grip, with a beaded cuff for easy donning. Especially recommended for use
by automotive or tattoo professionals seeking a sleek, durable, high-quality disposable glove.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Waterforde Premium Powder-Free Latex Exam 5 Mil
Thanks to online polymerization and chlorination, the premium Waterforde powder-free
exam latex gloves are ideal for professionals who’ll need to wear them for hours each day.
The palm area through the fingertip has double-textured grip surface for optimum control.
Superior modulus and tactile sensitivity make this the ultimate powder-free latex glove.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Happy Hands 10-Pack

3398 One Size

Emerald Happy Hands 10-Packs are perfect for retailers and discount stores. Each bag
contains 10 gloves made from natural rubber latex for form-fitting comfort and fingertip
dexterity. Perfect for messy household chores and other general purpose use. Keep a bag
in your car, workroom, kitchen or anywhere you might need hand protection.
Packaging: 10 gloves per pack. 100 packs per case.

Yellow Flock Lined Q-Grip 15 Mil

300 Small
301 Medium
302 Large
303 X-Large

Emerald Yellow Flock Lined Q-Grip Gloves are the ideal glove for use in food processing,
janitorial services, and maintenance industries. The cotton flock lining increases user
comfort and makes them easy to put on and take off. They feature superior tactile
sensitivity, exceptional tensile strength and great tear and puncture resistance. Made of
100% premium quality natural rubber latex, these gloves provide unequaled resistance to
acids, salts, caustics, animal fats, alcohols, and detergents. Emerald Yellow Flock Lined
Gloves are 45 gram 15 mil and 13” long.
Packaging: 12 dozen pairs per case. (1 pr/poly bag 12 pr/bag 144 pr/cs)

HIGH RISK LATEX GLOVES
6801 Small
6802 Medium
6803 Large
6804 X-Large

Emerald Grip Latex PF 8 Mil
Emerald Professional Protection Products proudly presents Emerald GRIP. Tough, durable
high-risk latex powder-free gloves that cost less than the competition! These heavy duty 8
mil latex gloves are ideal for automotive, safety and laboratory use.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Gladiator Powder-Free Latex Exam 10 Mil

8930 Medium
8931 Large
8932 X-Large

4599 Small
4600 Medium
4601 Large
4602 X-Large
4603 XX-Large

These new and improved Gladiator 10 mil powder-free latex exam gloves provide exceptional balance
of performance, comfort, and all-over texture for enhanced wet and dry gripping. Thicker and more
durable than typical exam latex gloves, the Gladiator is the strongest yet! Now 10 mil for added
protection.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Total Max High Risk Powder-Free Latex Exam 15 Mil
Total Max Hi-Risk 15 mil blue latex gloves are extra-thick, making them ideal for emergency
services, health professionals, police, and technicians. Manufactured from premium exam
grade latex, chlorinated, and PH balanced for easy donning, these glove are made of
premium quality low modulus latex for greater comfort. Total Max Hi-Risk latex gloves are
designed to give solid protection while providing the tactile sensitivity of examination gloves.
Packaging: 50 gloves/box. 10 boxes per case.
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VINYL GLOVES
PVE5601 Small
PVE5602 Medium
PVE5603 Large
PVE5604 X-Large

VN4550 Small
VN4551 Medium
VN4552 Large
VN4553 X-Large

VN9705 Small
VN9706 Medium
VN9708 Large
VN9709 X-Large

Syntheticare Vinyl Powder-Free Exam 5 Mil
Syntheticare powder-free vinyl exam gloves are ideal for any type of medical or general use.
The non-latex formula makes these gloves ideal for those who may be allergic to latex.
Manufactured to ASTM and FDA standards as a medical device, these soft vinyl gloves are
comfortable and have beaded cuff for extra strength and tear resistance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Shannon Powdered Vinyl GP 4 Mil
Shannon disposable vinyl gloves have been developed specifically for the food service and
hospitality markets. The non-latex formula makes these gloves ideal for those with latex
allergies. Manufactured to meet exacting user specifications, these soft vinyl gloves are
comfortable and have beaded, tear- resistant cuffs for added performance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Shannon Powder-Free Vinyl GP 4 Mil
Our premium Shannon glove also comes in powder-free vinyl, developed specifically for
industrial and institutional use. The non-latex formula makes this glove ideal for those who
may be allergic to latex. Manufactured to meet exacting user specifications, these soft vinyl
gloves are comfortable and have beaded, tear-resistant cuffs for added performance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Shannon Blue GP Powder-Free Vinyl 4 Mil

7119 Small
7120 Medium
7121 Large
7122 X-Large
4701 Small
4702 Medium
4703 Large
4704 X-Large

Shannon vinyl blue powder-free 4 mil gloves are ideal for general purpose, food service,
and other non-medical uses. Designed with a distinctive blue color for ease of identification,
these gloves feature a non-latex formula for potential users who suffer from latex allergies.
The comfortable Shannon vinyl blue powder-free gloves have a beaded cuff for extra
strength and tear resistance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Power Blue GP Powder-Free Vinyl 5 Mil
New, thicker blue vinyl powder-free gloves from Emerald. Manufactured with the food processing
industry in mind, these non-latex, beaded-cuff gloves will hold up to extended periods of wear.
Component materials comply with F.D.A. regulations 21CFR110.10 and 21CFR177.1950 for food
contact.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Vinyl 55 Premium Powder-Free Black Gloves 5.5 Mil GP

7950 Small
7951 Medium
7952 Large
7953 X-Large

VN6500 Small
VN6501 Medium
VN6502 Large
VN6503 X-Large

New from Emerald Professional Protection Products, our premium 5.5 mil black vinyl gloves
are perfect for those seeking a durable, high-quality disposable glove. Emerald 55 gloves
are powder-free and made using a black non-latex formula. Ideal for cleaning, beauty
applications, cooking and other general purpose uses, these sleek vinyl gloves are
comfortable and include a beaded cuff for extra strength and tear resistance.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Shannon Green Powdered Vinyl 6.5 Mil GP
Emerald Green Vinyl is an extra strong 6.5 mil glove used for all general purpose, industrial, and
hardware needs where a thicker glove is required. Designed for extended wear and use, non latex
formula make this glove ideal for those who may be allergic to latex. Manufactured to meet exacting
user specifications just like all of our Shannon vinyl gloves. Powdered for easy donning.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box 10 boxes per case.

Shannon Powdered Vinyl 10-Pack

7777 One Size

Emerald Shannon Vinyl 10-Packs are perfect for retailers and discount stores. Ideal for food
service and general purpose use, Shannon vinyl gloves are made from a non-latex material
for users who may be allergic or sensitive to latex. These soft vinyl gloves are comfortable
and have beaded cuffs for extra strength and tear resistance.
Packaging: 10 gloves per pack. 100 packs per case.

STRETCH VINYL GLOVES
3210 Small
3211 Medium
3212 Large
3213 X-Large

Yellow Stretch Pf Vinyl GP 4 Mil
These new non-latex, powder-free stretch yellow synthetic gloves feature soft modulus to reduce hand
fatigue. Made from PVC polymer, these gloves are perfect for food service or other general purpose
use.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Dr Comfort Exam White Superstretch Vinyl PF 5 Mil
48501 Small
48502 Medium
48503 Large
48504 X-Large

Dr. Comfort synthetic gloves are latex and NRL free, thereby eliminating the risk of Type 1 allergic
reaction to latex. Dr. Comfort’s new proprietary formula utilizes Sure Shield Stretch Modulus
Technology, yielding a glove with excellent form, fit, and function. In addition to the soothing coating of
Vitamin E on the inside surface of the glove, Dr. Comfort synthetic gloves provide supreme barrier
protection against blood-borne pathogens and other bodily fluids.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.
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NITRILE GLOVES
6650 Small
6651 Medium
6652 Large
6653 X-Large
6750 Small
6751 Medium
6752 Large
6753 X-Large

Emerald Nitrile Powder-Free 3 Mil GP
The Emerald general purpose powder-free 3 mil nitrile glove is a cost-effective solution for
those seeking the protection and flexibility of nitrile. This latex-free textured glove guards
against hand fatigue and provides a chemical barrier. It is the perfect nitrile glove for food
service and other general purpose use.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Emerald BLACK Nitrile Powder-Free 3 Mil GP
The Emerald general purpose powder-free 3 mil nitrile glove is a cost-effective solution for
those seeking the protection and flexibility of nitrile. This latex-free textured glove guards
against hand fatigue and provides a chemical barrier. It is the perfect nitrile glove for food
service and other general purpose use.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.
Glacier White Nitrile Powder-Free 3 Mil GP

3601 Small
3602 Medium
3603 Large
3604 X-Large

Emerald Glacier White general purpose powder-free 3 mil nitrile gloves are a cost-effective solution for
those seeking the protection and flexibility of nitrile. This latex-free textured white glove guards against
hand fatigue and provides a chemical barrier. It is the perfect nitrile glove for food service, nail salons
and other general purpose use.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Emerald Touch 200 Powder-Free Exam 3 Mil

5400 X-Small
5401 Small
5402 Medium
5403 Large
5404 X-Large

7350 X-Small
7351 Small
7352 Medium
7353 Large
7354 X-Large

Emerald Touch 200 nitrile exam gloves are latex-free, powder-free, comfortable and super
soft! Manufactured with special modulus technology, Touch 200 nitrile is built to stretch and
extend better than most disposable gloves. With their 3 mil thickness, textured finger tips
and beaded cuffs, these gloves offer the user protection, value and breathability. These
medical grade gloves are ideal for dental use, laboratory settings, or other general tasks.
Our most affordable exam grade nitrile gloves!
Packaging: 200 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Note: Color may vary from appearance on box.
Emerald Aloe Fusion Powder-Free Exam Vitamin E 3 Mil
Aloe Fusion nitrile exam gloves are infused with soothing aloe vera and vitamin E to nourish dry skin,
providing a pleasant experience to even the most sensitive users. With its 3 mil thickness, textured
finger tips and beaded cuff, these powder-free gloves offer exceptional protection, value and comfort.
Emerald Aloe Fusion Nitrile is medical grade and ideal for dental use, laboratory settings, or other
general tasks.
Packaging: 200 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald Nitroflex Exam 300ct Powder-Free 3 Mil **NEW**

1250 X-Small
1251 Small
1252 Medium
1253 Large
1254 X-Large

Emerald Nitroflex nitrile exam gloves are latex & powder-free and provide protection from
Fentanyl and multiple chemotherapy agents. Featuring a 300 count box, textured finger
tips and a beaded cuff, these gloves offer supreme protection at a great value! Nitroflex is
medical grade and excellent for the medical/healthcare field, EMT, law enforcement, and
industrial users. When you need strong barrier protection to prevent exposure to
chemicals, Nitroflex will keep you safe.
Packaging: 300 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald 3X Black Exam Nitrile Powder-Free 3 Mil

8799 X-Small
8800 Small
8801 Medium
8802 Large
8803 X-Large
4101 Small
4102 Medium
4103 Large
4104 Extra Large
5799 X-Small
5800 Small
5801 Medium
5802 Large
5803 X-Large
EN500 X-Small
EN501 Small
EN502 Medium
EN503 Large
EN504 X-Large

Emerald 3X Black Nitrile Powder-Free Exam glove provides outstanding comfort at an
outstanding price. This latex free, powder-free textured glove is best for tactile sensitivity. It
guards against hand fatigue and has superior tensile strength. It is chemical resistant and
unrivaled against blood borne pathogens and other body fluids. The gloves black color
conceals surface agents, allowing for longer use. Emerald Nitrile gloves also sport a
beaded cuff for easy donning.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald 4X Black Nitrile Powder Free EXAM 4 Mil
Emerald 4X Black EXAM provides a comfortable fit with increased durability.
This is a latex free, powder free glove that is chemical resistant and conceals surface
agents.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald Exam Nitrile Powder-Free 3 Mil
Emerald Nitrile Powder-Free Exam glove provides outstanding comfort at an outstanding
price. This latex free, powder-free textured glove is best for tactile sensitivity. It guards
against hand fatigue and has superior tensile strength. It is chemical resistant and unrivaled
against blood borne pathogens and other body fluids. Emerald Nitrile gloves also sport a
beaded cuff for easy donning.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald Nitrile Powder-Free Virtual Skin Exam 4 Mil
The Emerald Nitrile Powder-Free Virtual Skin exam glove uses Soft Stretch Modulus
Technology to provide a second-skin comfort level. This latex-free, powder-free, textured
glove offers the very best in tactile sensitivity, chemical resistance, and blood-borne
pathogen protection. The Emerald Nitrile Powder-Free Virtual Skin exam glove reduces
hand fatigue and has superior tensile strength.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case (XXL is 90 count.)
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9421 X-Small
9422 Small
9423 Medium
9424 Large
9425 X-Large

2085 X-Small
2086 Small
2087 Medium
2088 Large
2089 X-Large
2090 XX-Large

Description/Packaging
Waterforde Premium Ultraviolet Nitrile 4 Mil
The Waterforde powder-free ultraviolet nitrile gloves provide super stretch modulus and an extreme
grip, even when wet. These 4 mil gloves guard against hand fatigue and demonstrate superior strength
with tactile sensitivity. Waterforde powder-free ultraviolet nitrile gloves have been tested and approved
for use with chemotherapy drugs.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Nitromax Nitrile Powder-Free Exam 5 Mil
Made with 100% nitrile to alleviate the potential for adverse reactions associated with latex
protein, NitroMax still provides the protection, comfort, fit, and sensitivity of a latex glove.
This product utilizes soft and durable nitrile formulation for improved elasticity and greater
comfort. Textured for an incredible grip, NitroMax features a beaded cuff for easy donning.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Nitromax Black Powder-Free Exam 5 Mil

1082 Small
1083 Medium
1084 Large
1085 X-Large

Made with 100% nitrile to alleviate the potential for adverse latex reactions, the NitroMax
Black nitrile gloves still provides the protection, comfort, fit, and sensitivity of latex gloves.
The gloves black color conceals surface agents, allowing for longer use. Textured for an
incredible grip, NitroMax Black have a beaded cuff for easy donning. Especially
recommended for use in automotive or tattoo environments.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

Black Guard GP 7 Mil - *NEW*

BK599 – Medium
BK600 – Large
BK601 – X- Large
BK602 – XX-Large

The Emerald Black Guard powder-free nitrile glove offers an innovative design giving
tenacious grip with superior tactile feel. This latex-free 7 mil disposable glove has a beaded
cuff and a diamond textured palm, ideal for gripping wet surfaces. The black color conceals
surface agents, allowing for longer use. Perfect for mechanics or anyone needing protection
and security handling slick equipment.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Orange Guard GP 7 Mil - *NEW*

OR599 – Medium
OR600 – Large
OR601 – X-Large
OR602 – XX-Large

The Emerald Orange Guard powder-free nitrile glove offers an innovative design giving
tenacious grip with superior tactile feel. This latex-free 7 mil disposable glove has a beaded
cuff and a diamond textured palm, ideal for securely gripping wet surfaces. The vibrant
orange color makes this the ideal glove for PPE applications requiring high-vis clothing.
Perfect for mechanics or anyone needing protection and security handling slick equipment.
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Blue Guard Nitrile Exam 6 Mil

B5999 Medium
B6000 Large
B6001 X-Large
B6002 XX-Large

Emerald's new Blue Guard Nitrile Exam glove boasts an ambidextrous textured diamond
pattern on the palm and top of each glove, giving you an enhanced grip and dexterity. With
a 6 mil thickness for strength and durability, the Blue Guard is highly resistant to many
solvents, greases, and puncture holes. High-vis Blue color for added safety. Perfect for a
variety of applications including High Risk, Medical, Safety, Automotive and Industrial.
Packaging: 50 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.
Green Guard Nitrile Exam 6 Mil

G6999 Medium
G7000 Large
G7001 X-Large
G7002 XX-Large

Emerald's new Green Guard Nitrile Exam glove boasts an ambidextrous textured diamond pattern on
the palm and top of each glove, giving you an enhanced grip and dexterity. With a 6 mil thickness for
strength and durability, the Green Guard is highly resistant to many solvents, greases, and puncture
holes. High-vis green color for added safety. Perfect for a variety of applications including High Risk,
Medical, Safety, Automotive and Industrial.
Packaging: 50 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Nitrile Flock Lined Q-Grip 15 Mil

8125N Medium
8126N Large
8127N X-Large

Emerald Nitrile Flock Lined Gloves are designed for use in industrial environments where
protection from hazardous substances is required. The nitrile formula resists many aliphatic
solvents, oil-based chemicals, fats, and greases. These gloves have a flock lining that
provides comfort without loss of chemical resistance. It absorbs perspiration, and eases
donning and removal of the glove. The open cuff allows ventilation to keep hands cool.
These gloves have great puncture and abrasion resistance. Emerald Nitrile Flock Lined
Gloves are 15 mil thick and 13” long.
Packaging: 12 dozen pairs per case. (1 pr/poly bag 12 pr/bag 144 pr/cs)

Heavyweight Green Nitrile 22 Mil

6-185-10 Large

These heavyweight unsupported green nitrile gloves will stand up to the toughest
applications. Their 18″ cuffs give protection all the way to the elbow, and at 22 mils are thick
enough to offer excellent puncture resistance. They are diamond embossed for a solid grip.
Great for use in the food and chemical processing industries, or battery manufacturing and
maintenance.
Packaging: 1 pair per poly bag, 3 dozen pairs per case.
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HIGH RISK NITRILE GLOVES
6100 Small
6101 Medium
6102 Large
6103 X-Large
6104 XX-Large
2704 Small
2705 Medium
2706 Large
2707 X-Large
2708 XX-Large

Emerald 6X Nitrile Black 6 Mil
One of our most popular items – these heavy duty 6 Mil nitrile gloves are perfect for tough
jobs. Their sleek black color make them the preferred nitrile glove for everything from
automotive to tattoo use. Non-latex formula features powder-free finish and exam grade
level protection. Please call today for a free sample of 6X Black Emerald Nitrile Gloves!
Packaging: 100 gloves per dispenser box, 10 boxes per case.

Emerald 8X Nitrile 8 Mil
Emerald 8X Nitrile gloves are made with a non-latex formula and 8 mil thickness for greater
protection. Extremely durable and tear-resistant, these gloves provide superior chemical
resistance while also providing outstanding tactile sensitivity. 12" length
Packaging: 50 gloves per dispenser box. 10 boxes per case.

POLY GLOVES
4320 Small
4321 Medium
4322 Large
4323 X-Large
4202 Medium
4203 Large
4204 X-Large

Emerald Stretch Poly
Emerald Stretch Poly Gloves. Emerald’s form-fitting Stretch Poly feature memory
technology at an affordable price. This innovative glove is perfect for food service and other
general purpose use.
Packaging: 200 gloves per dispenser box, 5 boxes per case.

Emerald Blue Stretch Poly
Emerald Blue Stretch Poly Gloves. Emerald’s form-fitting Stretch Poly features memory
technology at an affordable price. This innovative glove is perfect for food service and other
general purpose use.
Packaging: 200 gloves per dispenser box, 5 boxes per case.

Poly Gloves High Density - Bagged

HD4090 Small
HD4091 Medium
HD4092 Large

These disposable plastic gloves are clear in color, tissue thin and have an embossed
texture for comfort. Made from high-density polyethylene, these Emerald gloves can be
used for food processing and handling, applying adhesives, dispensing drugs, painting,
household maintenance, cleaning, polishing, gardening and yard work, grocery stores,
restaurants, arts and crafts, decorating, and more.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 gloves per box, 10 boxes per case (10,000 gloves per case)

Poly Gloves High Density - Boxed/Packets

HD8090 Small
HD8091 Medium
HD8092 Large

These disposable plastic gloves are clear in color, tissue thin and have an embossed
texture for comfort. Made from high-density polyethylene, these Emerald gloves can be
used for food processing and handling, applying adhesives, dispensing drugs, painting,
household maintenance, cleaning, polishing, gardening and yard work, grocery stores,
restaurants, arts and crafts, decorating, and more.
Packaging: 10 slim packets of 100 per box, 10 boxes per case (10,000 gloves per case)

HDPB499 Medium
HDPB500 Large
HDPB501-XL X-Large

Polyethylene Gloves (Boxed 500) High Density Medium
Packaging: 20 boxes of 500 (10,000 gloves per case)

Polyethylene Gloves (Boxed 500) High Density Large
Packaging: 20 boxes of 500 (10,000 gloves per case)

Polyethylene Gloves (Boxed 500) High Density - XL
Packaging: 20 boxes of 500 (10,000 gloves per case)

Poly Sleeve 18" Premium - White

5081

Designed for applications such as sandwich making and general food prep, poly sleeves
provide a disposable, lightweight guard against dust and grime. Elastic wrists offer comfort
and additional protection.
Packaging: 20 bags of 100 sleeves (2,000 per case)

Poly Sleeve 18" Premium - Blue

5082

Designed for applications such as sandwich making and general food prep, poly sleeves
provide a disposable, lightweight guard against dust and grime. Elastic wrists offer comfort
and additional protection.
Packaging: 20 bags of 100 sleeves (2,000 per case)

INDUSTRIAL GLOVES
BROWN JERSEY GLOVES
Brown Jersey Gloves - Unlined

25BJ Bulk

25BJTAG Tagged

Emerald Brown Jersey Gloves are a comfortable and breathable solution for light work.
Available in bulk pack and tagged options, these gloves are ideal for general maintenance,
construction, gardening, and protection from the elements. Emerald Brown Jersey Gloves are
also clute cut. The clute cut pattern consists of a one-piece palm with no seam at the base of
the fingers, and a straight thumb. Seams can be found on the inside of each finger. This is
designed to give those wearing the glove a more spacious fit, and is also more economical
compared to gloves with additional sewn seams.
Each medium weight glove is approximately 9 oz. and made from a cotton/poly blend.
Packaging: 25 dozen pairs per case. (300 pairs per case)
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Brown Jersey Gloves - Red Fleece Lined

C904 Bulk

C904TAG Tagged

Emerald Brown Jersey Red Fleece Lined Gloves provide a soft lining for enhanced comfort. Available
in bulk pack and tagged options, these gloves are ideal for general maintenance, construction,
gardening, and protection from the elements. Emerald Brown Jersey Gloves are also clute cut. The
clute cut pattern consists of a one-piece palm with no seam at the base of the fingers, and a straight
thumb. Seams can be found on the inside of each finger. This is designed to give those wearing the
glove a more spacious fit, and is also more economical compared to gloves with additional sewn
seams.
Each heavy weight glove is approximately 14 oz. and made from a cotton/poly blend. Packaging: 12
dozen pairs per case. (144 pairs per case)

INSPECTORS GLOVES
French Inspector's Gloves

WCFL Lady's

WCFM Men’s

Emerald French Inspector’s Gloves or ‘waiter’s gloves’ are ideal for maintaining cleanliness and a
sanitary environment. These gloves can be worn separately or used as a liner. Designed with
breathability and comfort in mind, Emerald French Inspector’s gloves are made using a lightweight
white cotton/poly blend. These gloves are designed to slip on and off easily and are ideal for general
use including quality control inspections, dusting, handling electronics and wires, assembly, or other
light duty applications.
Packaging: 100 dozen pairs per case.

DOT GLOVES & STRING KNITS
Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves Light WEIGHT

5109 One Size

Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are designed for multipurpose general use. Providing dexterity, comfort
and warmth, these gloves are a durable solution for applications such as landscaping, food storage,
cleaning, waste management, gardening, light heat protection and other activities in or outside the
house. Emerald Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are medium weight.
Packaging: 25 dozen pairs per case. (300 pairs per case)

Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves (Medium WEIGHT)

857 One Size

Emerald Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are designed for multipurpose general use. Providing dexterity,
comfort and warmth, these gloves are a durable solution for applications such as landscaping, food
storage, cleaning, waste management, gardening, light heat protection and other activities in or outside
the house. Emerald Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are medium weight.
Packaging: 40 dozen pairs per case. (480 pairs per case)

Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves HEAVY WEIGHT

5112 One Size

Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are designed for multipurpose general use. Providing dexterity, comfort
and warmth, these gloves are a durable solution for applications such as landscaping, food storage,
cleaning, waste management, gardening, light heat protection and other activities in or outside the
house. Emerald Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves are medium weight.
Packaging: 25 dozen pairs per case. (300 pairs per case)

Single/Double Dot String Knit Gloves

C960 Single Dot

C975 Double Dot

Available with dots on one side or both sides, Emerald String Knit Gloves with Black PVC Dots are
dependable, comfortable and effective. These gloves are ideal for use in manufacturing, gardening,
bottling, cleaning, and maintenance, as well as handling sensitive goods. Our string knit gloves are
reversible and have an interlock weave, plus a PVC coating that provides increased abrasion
resistance. Emerald String Knit Gloves with Black PVC Dots are medium weight and packaged in 20
dozen pair (both sides) and 30 dozen pair (one side) configurations.
Single Dot Packaging : 30 dozen pairs per case. (360 pairs per case)
Double Dot Packaging : 20 dozen pairs per case. (240 pairs per case)

DIPPED GLOVES
Red Latex Dipped String Knit Gloves

R1301 Large

Emerald Red String Knit Gloves with Full Palm Coating have a red latex coating on the palm, fingers,
and fingertips for a better grip and increased visibility. These gloves are recommended for use in
gardening, masonry, household chores, material handling, cleaning, maintenance, and other general
use.
Packaging: 30 bags of 10 pairs per case. (300 pairs per case)

Blue Latex Dip String Knit Gloves

121 Large

Emerald Blue String Knit Gloves with Full Palm Coating have a blue latex coating on the palm, fingers,
and fingertips for a better grip and increased visibility. These gloves are recommended for use in
gardening, masonry, household chores, material handling, cleaning, maintenance, and other general
use.
Packaging: 30 bags of 10 pairs per case. (300 pairs per case)

INDUSTRIAL WORK GLOVES
"My Bad" Micro-Foam Nitrile Coated Knit Wrist **NEW **

131 Medium
132 Large
133 X-Large

The new My Bad knit wrist glove with micro-foam nitrile 'tungsten grip' coating is resistant to light oils
and provides optimized grip and abrasion resistance. 25% thinner than other foam coated nitrile gloves
on the market with reduced hand fatigue and increased comfort. Perfect for automotive, industrial,
assembly and other uses. Silicone Free. Washable for extended wear, our gloves are sized for easy
identification after laundering. Packaged tagged for retail sale.
Packaging: 12 pairs to a pack, 6 packs to a case. (72 pairs per case)
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143 Small
144 Medium
145 Large
146 X-Large
145TAG Large
146TAG X-Large
150 Large
151 X-Large
150TAG Large
151TAG X-Large
170 Large
171 X-Large
170TAG Large
171TAG X-Large
159 Medium
160 Large
161 X-Large
159TAG Medium
160TAG Large
161TAG X-Large
190 Large
191 X-Large
190TAG Large
191TAG X-Large

Description/Packaging
Ranger - 13 Gauge Black Shell W/Purple Coating
Ranger is a superior nitrile foam dipped 13 gauge glove featuring a nitrile foam shell. Known for it’s
excellent comfort and soft modulus. Ranger is great for light assembly work, warehouse settings, parts
assembly and general duties. Washable for extended wear, our gloves are sized for easy identification
after laundering. Packaged bulk, or tagged for retail.
Packaging: 10 pairs to a pack, 30 packs to a case. (300 pairs per case)

Black Hawk - 13 Gauge Black Shell W/Black Polyurethane Coating
Hawk is built with a 13 gauge black liner shell. Made from a polyurethane material and ideal for
automotive, light assembly work and general maintenance. Featuring a seamless liner and textured
palm to enhance dexterity and grip. Hawk gloves also resists snags and abrasion. Packaged bulk or
tagged for retail.
Packaging: 10 pairs to a pack, 30 packs to a case. (300 pairs per case)

Grey Hawk - 13 Gauge Grey Shell W/Grey Polyurethane Coating
Hawk is built with a 13 gauge grey liner shell. Made from a polyurethane material and ideal for
automotive, light assembly work and general maintenance. Featuring a seamless liner and textured
palm to enhance dexterity and grip. Hawk gloves also resists snags and abrasion. Packaged bulk or
tagged for retail.
Packaging: 10 pairs to a pack, 30 packs to a case. (300 pairs per case)

Deputy - 13 Gauge Green Shell W/Black Coating
Deputy is a high-visibility coated glove with a strong 13 gauge shell and black crumb latex. Featuring a
tenacious grip and textured latex finish. Advanced seamless design is form fitting and wrist area seals
snugly. Uncoated back area helps with hand ventilation. Washable for extended wear, our gloves are
sized for easy identification after laundering. Packaged bulk, or tagged for retail.
Packaging: 8 pairs to a pack, 30 packs to a case. (240 pairs per case)

Deputy Dog - 73 Gauge Hi-Vis W/Black Latex Crumb Finish
Deputy Dog features a thermal liner and black latex finish with Tex-Grip Technology ®. An incredible
73 gauge glove, excellent to withstand cold temperatures with extra strong crumb-coated latex. Also
equipped with anti-vibration and anti-slip enhancements, this glove is the top dog! Packaged bulk, or
tagged for retail.
Packaging: 4 pairs to a pack, 30 packs to a case. (120 pairs per case)

Raptor - Safety Cuff Leather Palm Gloves

C944

Raptor Safety Cuff Leather Palm Gloves are heavy duty work gloves that never take a break. These
industrial gloves have an extra durable cuff for enhanced protection and usability, and are
recommended for activities such as construction, landscaping, metalworking, mining, and sanitation.
Available in bulk pack, medium weight.
Packaging: 12 pairs to a pack, 10 packs to a case. (120 pairs per case)

T-Rex - Safety Cuff Double Leather Palm Gloves

R500

T-Rex industrial gloves have an extra durable cuff for enhanced protection and usability, and two layers
of leather on the palm for durability. They are recommended for activities such as construction,
landscaping, metalworking, mining, and sanitation.
Available in bulk pack, medium weight.
Packaging: 12 pairs to a pack, 10 packs to a case. (120 pairs per case)

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Glove Box Holder

GBH

Individual PK 2442 24" x 42"
Bulk PK 2443 24" x 42"

Individual PK 2846 28" x 46"
Bulk PK 2847 28" x 46"

Emerald Glove Box Holders are a perfect fit for one box of vinyl, latex, or nitrile gloves.
Each metal glove box holder includes a mounting kit for easy assembly. Emerald Glove Box
Holders are ideal for situations where an employee or caretaker needs a box of gloves
readily available at all times. Specifically recommend for patient rooms, doctor’s offices,
labs, and kitchens. Emerald Glove Box Holders are white in color and are designed to fit
any size glove box.
Packaging: 10 holders per case. (screws included) PRICED PER HOLDER

Poly Apron - 0.7 Mil
Because these embossed aprons are made from polyethylene, they are both strong and
lightweight. Ideal for use in any cafeteria, deli, and food preparation site, Emerald’s apron
maximizes clothing protection by providing body coverage from chest to knees. Comes in
sizes 24" x 42" and 28" by 46".
Packaging:
2442, 2846 10 boxes of 100 individually bagged aprons per case. (1,000 aprons)
2443, 2847 10 boxes of 100 bulk-packed aprons (1,000 aprons)

Poly Apron - 2 Mil Smooth

2608 White
2609 Blue

Because these embossed aprons are made from polyethylene, they are both strong and
lightweight. Ideal for use in any cafeteria, deli, and food preparation site, Emerald’s apron
maximizes clothing protection by providing body coverage from chest to knees. Size 28" x
46" and available in White and Blue.
Packaging: 5 boxes of 100 aprons per case. (500 aprons per case)
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Over the Head Poly/Paper Bib

LB30

BW1800 18"
BW2100 21"
BW2400 24"

Size 33"x16"
Packaging: Bulk 300 bibs per case.

Non-Woven White Bouffant Caps
Emerald’s lightweight, non-woven bouffant caps provide supreme comfort and protection.
An essential part of any food processing and handling site, these caps are disposable, latexfree, and fully compliant with FDA regulations.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 caps per case)

2101 Blue 21"
2102 Red 21"
2103 Green 21"
2104 Yellow 21"

Non-Woven Color 21" Bouffant Caps

2401 Blue 24"
2402 Red 24"
2403 Green 24"
2404 Yellow 24"

Non-Woven Color 24" Bouffant Caps

HNW40518 18″

Food Service Hairnets - White

HNW40621 21″
HNW40924 24″
HNBR40821 Brown

HNBK40721 Black

Emerald’s lightweight, non-woven bouffant caps provide supreme comfort and protection.
An essential part of any food processing and handling site, these caps are disposable, latexfree, and fully compliant with FDA regulations.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 caps per case)
Emerald’s lightweight, non-woven bouffant caps provide supreme comfort and protection.
An essential part of any food processing and handling site, these caps are disposable, latexfree, and fully compliant with FDA regulations.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 caps per case)

Perfect for any food service employee, Emerald’s large, spun-bonded nylon hairnets
provide a comfortable fit for most sizes. Hairnets are disposable, latex-free, and meet FDAaccepted hair restraint regulations. Available in size 18". 21" and 24".
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 hairnets per case.)

Food Service Hairnets - Color
Perfect for any food service employee, Emerald’s large, spun-bonded nylon hairnets
provide a comfortable fit for most sizes. Hairnets are disposable, latex-free, and meet FDAaccepted hair restraint regulations. Sized 21" Available in Black and Brown.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 hairnets per case.)

Polypropylene Beard Covers

BC104

Food service employees may know that they must cover their hair, but some may be
surprised to learn that beards need coverage, too. Made from non-woven, breathable
polypropylene fabric, these disposable beard covers are ideal for any food service
application. Emerald’s beard covers are nonflammable, latex-free, and designed to guard
against dry particulates. White color.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 covers per case)

Balaclava Hood Cover

B7928

ICO-3000

One size
fits all disposable hood cover perfect for any food service employee. Made of spun bound
polypropylene.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 per case. (1,000 covers per case.)

iHealth COVID-19 Rapid Antigen Test Kits
Packaging: 90 boxed kits, 2 tests per kit - 180 total tests/90 kits per case.

MASKS & PPE
Pleated Earloop Masks

PM5BX

Masks feature a form-fitting, pliable nose and chin band to reduce gaps and enhance
performance. Soft, rounded ear loops. Fluid Resistant. Fiberglass and latex-free.
Packaging: 50 masks per box, 40 boxes per case. PRICED PER BOX

KN95 Masks

KN95IND

KN95 mask filters 95% of non-oil based and aerosol particles. No-Valve KN95 dust mask
has high filtering effect and higher airtightness for added protection. Anti-Dust, AntiFoaming. *Personal Protection ONLY*
Packaging: Individually wrapped single masks. 20 masks per box, 36 boxes per case.
PRICED PER MASK

N95 Disposable Respirator

9500-N95

Certified by NIOSH, These single-use N95 masks guard particulate material. N95 masks
are easy to put on and take off and contain no fiberglass. Offers an improved fit with
improved rigidity, One size fit all.
Packaging: 20 Masks/Box, 12 Boxes/Case. (240 Masks/case) PRICED PER MASK
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Emerald N95 Particulate Respirator With Valve

N9500VLV

Certified by NIOSH and the FDA, this mask is certified for both medical and industrial use.
These single-use N95 masks guard against microorganisms, body fluids, and particulate
material. Emerald’s N95 masks are easy to put on and take off, and contain no fiberglass.
Offers an improved fit with improved rigidity, and inner foam strip to reduce eyewear
fogging. Valve helps improve airflow and further reduces fogging while offering improved
functionality. Meets CDC guidelines for TB exposure control. One size fits all.
Packaging: 10 Masks/Box, 12 Boxes/Case. (120 Masks/case)

Level 2 ASTM Surgical Mask

2900 Blue
2901 White
2902 Pink
2903 Lavender

Emerald brand surgical procedure masks with 98.6% BFE filtration are designed for
durability, function, and user comfort. A key item in the dental and nail disposables markets,
our ear loop masks are free of fiberglass and approved for medical use. These lightweight,
pleated masks also feature excellent breathability and an adaptable nose bar. Available in
white, blue, pink, and lavender. One size fits all.
Packaging: 50 masks per box, 10 boxes per case. (500 masks per case) PRICED PER

CASE

SHOE COVERS
6925 Regular
6926 X-Large
PE7926 X-Large
PE6927 XX-Large

Shoe Covers
Blue color with non-skid bottom. Available in Regular (size 6-10) and Extra Large (size 1115)
Packaging: 3 boxes of 50 pairs per case. (150 pairs per case)

Polyethylene Shoe Covers
Water-Resistant Polyethylene Shoe Covers with Tread, Blue
Packaging: 3 boxes of 50 pairs per case. (150 pairs per case)

NEW AT
EMERALD

PLASTIC CONTAINERS - NEW AT EMERALD!
YT08
YT12
YT16

Deli Container
8 oz; 12 oz; 16 oz; 32 oz
Packaging: 8 boxes of 30 case. (240 pieces per case)

YT32
MY650
MY900

Round Container
MY650 - 7" - 24 oz; MY900 - 7" - 32 oz; MY48 - 9" - 48 oz
Packaging: 3 bags of 50 case. (150 pieces per case)

MY48
MF28
MF38

Rectangular Container
MF28 - 28 oz; MF38 - 38 oz
Packaging: 3 bags of 50 case. (150 pieces per case)

DISPOSABLE CUTLERY - NEW AT EMERALD!
261FB Fork
262TB Teaspoon
263KB Knife

Heavy Weight Black - 5.5 gm
Heavy weight polypropylene is strong and shatter resistant.
Packaging: 1,000 bulk pieces per case.

264SB Soup Spoon
261FW Fork
262TW Teaspoon
263KW Knife
264SW Soup Spoon

Medium Weight White - 2.5 gm
Medium weight polypropylene construction provides rigidity and strength.
Packaging: 1,000 bulk pieces per case.

265PW Spork
6 Piece Simple Cutlery Kit - Medium Weight White

2667

Includes Knife, Fork, Spoon, Napkin, Salt and Pepper Packet. Heavy weight polypropylene
construction provides rigidity and strength.
Packaging: 250 individually wrapped kits per case.

6 Piece Cutlery Kit - Heavy Weight Black

2668

Includes Knife, Fork, Spoon, Napkin, Salt and Pepper Packet. Medium weight
polypropylene construction provides rigidity and strength.
Packaging: 250 individually wrapped kits per case.
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267IF Indiv. Wrap Fork
268IS Indiv. Wrap Soup Spoon
269IK Indiv. Wrap Knife
270IT Indiv. Wrap Teaspoon
285FWH Fork
286TWH Teaspoon
287KWH Knife

Individually Wrapped - Medium Weight White - 2.5 gm
Medium weight polypropylene construction provides rigidity and strength.
Packaging: Individually wrapped 1,000 bulk pieces per case.

Heavy Weight White - 5.5 gm
Heavy weight polypropylene is strong and shatter resistant.
Packaging: 1,000 bulk pieces per case .

288SWH Soup Spoon
271IFB Indiv. Wrap Fork
272ITB Indiv. Wrap Teaspoon
273IKB Indiv. Wrap Knife

Individually Wrapped - Heavy Weight Black - 5.5gm
Heavy weight polypropylene construction provides rigidity and strength.
Packaging: 1,000 individually wrapped kits per case.

274ISB Indiv. Wrap Soup Spoon

WIPES & WASHCLOTHS
Emerald Brand Baby Wipes

BW2480

With Aloe Vera. Size 6" x 7"
Packaging: 24 soft packs of 80 cloths per case (1,920 cloths per case)

Baby Wipes Refills

3000

With aloe vera. Size 6" x 7".
Packaging: 24 soft-pack refills, 80 wipes per pack. (1,920 wipes per case)

Emerald Brand Moist Adult Washcloths

AW1250

Size 8" x 12"
Packaging: 12 soft packs of 50 cloths per case. (600 cloths per case)

Washcloths - Dry Spun-Bonded
EZ800

Size 13" x 13"
Packaged: 16 bags of 50 cloths per case. (800 cloths per case)

Washcloths - Dry Premium, Air Laid
AL800

Size 13" x 13"
Packaging: 8 bags of 100 cloths per case. (800 cloths per case)

Moist Adult Washcloths
90106

Size 9" x 11"
Packaging: 12 soft packs of 50 cloths per case. (600 cloths per case)

SANITIZERS & DISPENSERS
Emerald Brand Hand Sanitizer

1608

8oz Bottles, press top.
Ingredients: 65% Isopropyl Alcohol or Ethyl-Alcohol, 32.5% water, 0.5% poly acrylic acid,
2% glycerin, vitamin E, Aloe Vera.
Packaging: 12 bottles per case.

ArtNaturals Scent-Free Hand Sanitizer

ANHS-SCFR-8

8oz Bottles, Flip top.
Ingredients: 65% Ethyl-Alcohol, water, aloe barbadensis extract, acrylates/C10-30 alkyl
acrylate cross polymer, alcohol, tetrahydroxypropyl ethylenediamine.
Packaging: 24 bottles per case.

Ope Elite Hand Sanitizer

1612

1614 (each)
1614 (Single 1 Gallon Unit)
1615 (Case)
1615 Master case 4 Gallons
AD700

8oz Bottles, press top.
Ingredients: 70% Ethyl Alcohol, Water, Glycerin,
Acrylates/C10-30 alkyl acrylate cross polymer, aminomethyl propanol, isopropyl alcohol,
isopropyl myristate, caprylyl glycol, phenoxyethanol, benzophenone-4, tocopheryl acetate,
aloe vera, vitamin E and C.
Packaging: 48 bottles per case.

Hand Sanitizer GALLON with Pump
Packaged: 1 individual gallon w/pump per case.

Hand Sanitizer GALLON with Pump
Packaged: 4 individual gallons w/pumps per case.

Automatic Sanitizer/Soap Dispenser
1 unit
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LABORATORY COATS & GOWNS
3851 Blue Medium
3852 Blue Large
3853 Blue X-Large
3854 Blue XX-Large
3855 Blue XXX-Large
3857 White Medium
3858 White Large
3859 White X-Large
3860 White XX-Large
3861 White XXX-Large

Dark Blue Laboratory Coats
Our dark blue Laboratory Coats are designed with an elastic wristband and 4-snap frontal
closure for comfort. Manufactured to a 32 gram basis weights and without pockets.
Available in a wide range of sizes.
Packaging: 3 bags of 10 coats per case. (30 coats per case)

White Laboratory Coats
Our white Laboratory Coats are designed with an elastic wristband and 4-snap frontal
closure for comfort. Manufactured to a 32 gram basis weights and without pockets.
Available in a wide range of sizes.
Packaging: 3 bags of 10 coats per case. (30 coats per case)

Medical Fluid Resistant Gown

1G8041B Blue
1G8040Y Yellow

These lightweight, fluid resistant gowns are both flexible and durable. Ties at the waist and
collar guarantee a secure fit for all body types. Full length. One size fits all.
Packaging: 5 boxes of 10 gowns per case. (50 gowns per case)

TABLE PAPER
Chiropractic Table Paper - 8" x 225'

1321
900003 14"
900005TP 18"
900007 21"

Both gentle and durable, our exam table paper has a smooth, moisture-resistant finish,
perfect for shielding your exam table from moisture or contamination.
Packaging: 25 rolls per case.

Medical Exam Table Paper
Both gentle and durable, our exam table paper has a smooth, moisture-resistant finish,
perfect for shielding your exam table from moisture or contamination. Comes in 14" x 225',
18" x 225' and 21" x 225' sizes.
Packaging: 12 rolls per case.

UNDERPADS
MN1724 18 gm. 17″x 24"
MN221724 22 gm. 17"x 24"
MN2324 27 gm. 23″x 24″

MN2336 41 gm. 23″x 36″

Emerald Underpads
Emerald’s incontinence underpads are sealed on all sides to prevent leakage and protect beds,
chairs, and other surfaces. Highly absorbent and waterproof, our disposable pads feature nonskid backing for efficient placement. Packaging:
MN1724 18 gm. 17″x 24″ - 6 bags of 50 underpads per case. (300 pads per case)
MN221724 22 gm. 17"x 24" -3 bags of 100 underpads per case. (300 pads per case)
MN2324 27 gm. 23″x 24″ - 4 bags of 50 underpads per case. (200 pads per case)
MN2336 41 gm. 23″x 36″ - 3 bags of 50 underpads per case. (150 pads per case)

A&D OINTMENT
A&D Ointment - Foil Packs

ADFP

A&D ointment is a petrolatum and lanolin-based ointment that has vitamins A & D to help
soothe, protect and moisturize the skin. Seals out irritating wetness allowing skin to heal.
Packaging: 6 boxes of 144 packs. (864 packs to a case) 5 grams per pack.

A&D Ointment - 16 oz. Container

ADOLB

A&D ointment is a petrolatum and lanolin-based ointment that has vitamins A & D to help
soothe, protect and moisturize the skin. Seals out irritating wetness allowing skin to heal.
Packaging: 12 containers to a case. 16oz per container.

ABDOMINAL PADS & SPONGES
Abdominal Pads

5590

Sterile 1's - Size 5"x9"
Packaging: 20 boxes of 20 pads per case. (400 pads per case)

T-Drain Sponge - Sterile

44600

T-drain sponges reduce the possibility of infection by fitting snugly around tracheotomy
tubes, or any type of tube on the body. Made from rayon/polyester and non-woven, these
sponges do away with the need for sterile scissors. Size 4" x 4". 6-ply.
Packaging: 2 sponges per pkt, 25 sponges per box, 12 boxes per case.
(600 sponges per case)

ADHESIVE SURGICAL TAPES
12100 1/2"x10 yds
12101 1"x10 yds
12102 2"x10 yds
12103 3"x10 yds

Paper Surgical Tape
Latex free, Hypoallergenic.
Packaging:
1/2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 24 rolls per case (288 rolls per case)
1"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 12 rolls per case (144 rolls per case)
2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 6 rolls per case (72 rolls per case)
3"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 4 rolls per case (48 rolls per case)
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14100 1/2"x10 yds
14101 1"x10 yds
14102 2"x10 yds
14103 3"x10 yds
13100 1/2"x10 yds
13101 1"x10 yds
13102 2"x10 yds
13103 3"x10 yds

Description/Packaging
Transparent Surgical Tape
A latex-free, hypoallergenic, transparent and perforated plastic tape that offers strong
adhesion.
Packaging:
1/2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 24 rolls per case (288 rolls per case)
1"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 12 rolls per case (144 rolls per case)
2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 6 rolls per case (72 rolls per case)
3"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 4 rolls per case (48 rolls per case)

Cloth Surgical Tape
Latex free, Hypoallergenic.
Packaging:
1/2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 24 rolls per case (288 rolls per case)
1"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 12 rolls per case (144 rolls per case)
2"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 6 rolls per case (72 rolls per case)
3"x10 yds - 12 boxes of 4 rolls per case (48 rolls per case)

ICE PACKS
ICE45

4"x5" Ice Packs.
Packaged 24 per case

BANDAGES & BANDAGE ROLLS
Triangular Bandages

T363651

Size 36"x36"x51"
Packaging: 20 boxes of 12 bandages per case. (240 bandages per case)

Crinkle-weave Bandage Roll

90967

Emerald Bandage Rolls are made of prewashed, fluff dried 100% woven gauze with unique
crinkle-weave pattern for loft and bulk. These bandage rolls provide fast-wicking action,
superior aeration, and excellent absorbency. Finished edges on the product reduce loose
ends and lint. Sterile. Size 4.5"x147".
Packaging: Bulk, 1 bandage per pkt, 100 pkt per case.

BANDAGE STRIPS (ALL LATEX FREE)
BND343 3/4"x3"
BND13 1"x3"
FB600 3/4"x3"
FB534 1"x3"

Sheer Plastic Bandages
Packaged: 24 boxes of 100 bandages per case (2400 bandages per case)

Fabric Bandages
Packaged: 24 boxes of 100 bandages per case (2400 bandages per case)

APPLICATORS & DEPRESSORS
P-403 3"
P-406 6"

Cotton Tipped Applicators
Non-Sterile. 3" and 6" length.
Packaging: 10 packs of 10 applicators per box. 100 boxes per case.
(10,000 applicators per case.)

Tongue Depressors

4561S

These tongue depressors are made from high quality wood. Tasteless and odorless, the
depressor’s smooth finish provides supreme comfort during medical examinations. 6″x 3/4″.
Packaging: 10 boxes of 500 depressors per case. (5000 depressors per case)

SHAVING RAZORS
Laser II Twin Blade Disposable Razors

2439

Laser II twin blade disposable razors offer a comfortable grip and smooth, precise shave.
These dark blue razors are perfect for tattoo parlors, hospitals, correctional facilities,
nursing homes, and retail stores.
(360 razors per case)

CONFORM STRETCH WOVEN GAUZE, NON-STERILE
5525 2"x4.1 yds
5533 3"x4.1 yds
5534 4"x4.1 yds
5564 6"x4.1 yds

Conform Stretch Woven Gauze - Non-Sterile
Emerald’s conforming stretch gauze is knitted to provide a light compression when holding
a primary bandage in place. Although non-sterile gauze may be the most economical, we
offer both sterile and non-sterile so you can choose the gauze that works for you.
Packaging:
5525 2″x 5 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
5533 3″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
5534 4″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
5564 6″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
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CONFORM STRETCH WOVEN GAUZE, STERILE
1702 2"x4.1 yds
1703 3"x4.1 yds
1704 4"x4.1 yds
1706 6"x4.1 yds

Conform Stretch Woven Gauze - Sterile
Emerald’s conforming stretch gauze is knitted to provide a light compression when holding
a primary bandage in place. Although non-sterile gauze may be the most economical, we
offer both sterile and non-sterile so you can choose the gauze that works for you.
Packaging:
1702 2″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
1703 3″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
1704 4″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 12 rolls per case. (96 rolls per case)
1706 6″x 4.1 yd. - 8 boxes of 6 rolls per case. (48 rolls per case)

GAUZE SPONGES, WOVEN NON-STERILE
2285 2″x 2″ 8 ply
2288 2"x 2" 8 ply cotton filled
22128 2"x 2" 12 ply
3384 3″x 3″ 8 ply
3312 3″x 3″ 12 ply
4484 4″x 4″ 8 ply
44122 4"x 4" 12 ply
44166 4″x 4″ 16 ply

Non-Sterile Woven Gauze Sponges
Useful and economical, gauze sponges are ideal for a wide range of wound dressing and
cleaning applications. Emerald’s sponge pads are filled with gauze for maximum comfort and
absorption.
Packaging:
2285 2″x 2″ 8 ply - 25 sleeves of 200 sponges per case (5000 sponges per case)
2288 2"x 2" 8 ply cotton filled - 20 sleeves of 500 sponges per case (5000 sponges per case)
22128 2"x 2" 12 ply - 25 sleeves of 200 sponges per case (5000 sponges per case)
3384 3″x 3″ 8ply - 20 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (4000 sponges per case)
3312 3″x 3″ 12ply - 20 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (4000 sponges per case)
4484 4″x 4″ 8ply - 20 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (4000 sponges per case)
44122 4″x 4″ 12ply - 10 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (2000 sponges per case)
44166 4″x 4″ 16ply - 10 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (2000 sponges per case)

GAUZE SPONGES & COTTON ROLLS, NON-WOVEN NON-STERILE
2284 2″x 2″ 4 ply
3340 3″x 3″ 4 ply
4440 4″x 4″ 4 ply

Non-Sterile, Non-Woven Gauze Sponges
Useful and economical, gauze sponges are ideal for a wide range of wound dressing and
cleaning applications. Emerald’s sponge pads are filled with gauze for maximum comfort
and absorption.
Packaging:
2284 2″x 2″ 4ply - 25 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (4000 sponges per case)
3340 3″x 3″ 4ply - 20 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (4000 sponges per case)
4440 4″x 4″ 4ply - 10 sleeves of 200 sponges per case. (2000 sponges per case)

Cotton Rolls Non-Sterile

CR2500

Size 1"x3/4"
Packaging: 2000 per box - 12 boxes per case - PRICED PER BOX

GAUZE PADS - STERILE WOVEN 2'S
9208 2″x 2″ 8 ply
8412 3″x 3″ 12 ply
9408 4″x 4″ 8 ply
9412 4″x 4″ 12 ply

Sterile Woven Gauze Pads - 2's
Useful and economical, gauze sponges are ideal for a wide range of wound dressing and
cleaning applications. Emerald’s sponge pads are filled with gauze for maximum comfort
and absorption.
Packaging:
9208 2″x 2″ 8ply - 30 boxes of 100 pads per case. (3000 pads per case)
8412 3″x 3″ 12ply - 24 boxes of 100 pads per case. (2400 pads per case)
9408 4″x 4″ 8ply - 12 boxes of 100 pads per case. (1200 pads per case)
9412 4″x 4″ 12ply - 12 boxes of 100 pads per case. (1200 pads per case)

GAUZE PADS - STRILE WOVEN 1'S
A575 2″x 2″ 12 ply
A580 3″x 3″ 12 ply
A585 4″x 4″ 12 ply

Sterile Woven Gauze Pads - 1's
Useful and economical, gauze sponges are ideal for a wide range of wound dressing and
cleaning applications. Emerald’s sponge pads are filled with gauze for maximum comfort
and absorption.
Packaging:
A575 2″x 2″ 12ply 24 boxes of 100 pads per case. (2400 pads per case)
A580 3″x 3″ 12ply 24 boxes of 100 pads per case. (2400 pads per case)
A585 4″x 4″ 12ply 12 boxes of 100 pads per case. (1200 pads per case)

STERILIZATION POUCHES (PRICED PER BOX)
214234

2 1/4″ x 2 3/4″

6110

2 1/4″ x 4″

2349

2 3/4″ x 9″

31210

3 1/2″ x 9″

312514
51411

3 1/2″ x 5 1/4″
5 1/4″ x 10″

Emerald Medical Sterilization Pouches
Sterilization pouches are ideal for sterilizing medical, dental and tattoo instruments. Each pouch
has two (2) large built-in indicators for steam and EiO Gas which will change color when the
optimum temperature is reached. They are made with self-seal adhesive strips and triple-sealed
seams to keep out contaminants and maintain the sealed pouch within.
Packaging:
214234 2 1/4″ x 2 3/4″ - 60 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (12,000 pouches per case)
6110 2 1/4″ x 4″ - 60 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (12,000 pouches per case)
2349 2 3/4″ x 9″ - 20 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (4,000 pouches per case)
31210 3 1/2″ x 9″ - 20 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (4,000 pouches per case)
312514 3 1/2″ x 5 1/4″ - 20 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (4,000 pouches per case)
51411 5 1/4″ x 10″ - 15 boxes of 200 pouches per case. (3,000 pouches per case)
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DENTAL ITEMS - PLEASE REQUEST OUR NEW DENTAL PRICE SCHEDULE WITH OVER 30 NEW ITEMS
High Volume Evacuator Tips

1698

1319 Blue
1319PI Pink
1319W White
1319GRE Green
1319L Lavender
851226BLU Blue
851227PI Pink
851225WHR White
851222LAV Lavender
851228GRY Gray

Emerald brand evacuator tips are designed for durability, function, and patient comfort. A
key item in the dental disposable market, our evacuator tips are latex free and fit all
standard HVE valves. Features include vented end and soft end. White for easy
identification.
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 tips per case. (1,000 tips per case)

Dental Bibs/Towels
Made of 2-ply paper and 1-ply poly, our soft, absorbent dental bibs provide convenient
protection against contamination. 13″ X 18″
Packaging: Bulk - 500 bibs per case.

Paper Tray Covers
The improved moisture resistance of these tray covers prevents liquid seepage and
guarantees maximum hygiene. Manufactured with high quality paper stock, our covers are
available now in blue, pink, white, gray, and lavender.
Packaging: Bulk - 1,000 tray covers per case.

RBA508 10.5″x 14″
Lock Top Tray Sleeves - Clear

MWC508 11 5/8″x 16″
HR110 Regular
HR210 Large
MPCF500001 Blue
MPCF500003 Silver Grey
MPCF500005 Dusty Rose
MPCF500007 White
MPCF5000013 Purple
UBF001 Blue
UBF002 Clear
UBF003 Blue - Bulk
UBF004 Clear - Bulk

Packaging: 4 Boxes of 500 sleeves per case. 2,000 sleeves total per case.

Headrest Covers
Available in two sizes.
Packaging: Bulk - 250 covers per box. 250pc/bx 12bx/cs

Dental Cups - 5 oz./148 ml
These 5 ounce cups owe their improved strength to a double coating and superior grip
control. The special “rolled lip” design guarantees greater comfort and ease of use. Cups
are available in blue, silver grey, dusty rose, white, and purple.
Packaging: 10 bags of 100 cups per case. (1,000 cups per case)

Universal Barrier Film
Perfect for use in areas that are difficult to clean, disinfect or sterilize. Sheets are easy to
apply and easy to remove, Nonstick edges leave behind no residue. .05mm, 4x6 Inch
sheets, 1,200 sheets per roll.
UBF001 Blue, 8 Roll per case
UBF002 Clear,8 Roll per case
UBF003 Blue, 8 Roll bulk per case
UBF004 Clear 8 Roll bulk per case

Air-Water Syringe Sleeve

AW507

2 1/2" x 10", 0.02mm
Packaging: 500PC/Box. 20Boxes/Case (10000 PCS/Case) - PRICED PER BOX

Air-Water Syringe Tip

Blue core only

AW508

Full plastic, disposable tip reduces the potential for cross-contamination
Packaging: 250 PC/Bag. 6 Bags/Box-12 Boxes (1500 PCS/Case) Blue core only

X-Ray Head Sleeve

XR505

15" x 26", thickness, 0.02mm
Designed to fit Most X-Ray heads. Easily applied and removed
Packaging: 250 PC/Box. 4 Boxes/Case

Half Chair Sleeve

CC505

24" x 27 1/2", thickness, 0.017mm
Designed for ease of use and maximum protection
Packaging: 250 PC/Box. 3 Boxes/Case

Full Chair Sleeve

FC505

29" x 80", thickness 0.0134mm
Durable and easy to use
Packaging: 125 PC/Box. 3 Boxes/Case (375 PCS/Case)

Prophy Angle

1033 - Firm Tip

Firm Tip, 105◦ angle, 0.6mm 1pc/bag
Packaging: 100PC/Box. 10Boxes/Case (1000 PCS/Case)

Prophy Angle

9302 - Soft Tip
Multi Core Clear Tip
Clear Core, Clear Tip
White Core, White Tip
Clear Core Blue Tip

2506
2507
2508
2504

Soft Tip, 105◦ angle, 0.6mm 1pc/bag
Packaging: 100PC/Box. 10Boxes/Case (1000 PCS/Case)

Saliva Ejector
Pliable and minimally intrusive
clear tip, color body (red, green, yellow, blue)
Packaging: 100PC/Bag. 10Bags/Case (1000 PCS/Case)

